
 

Germany angers EU after putting brakes on
fossil fuel car ban

March 7 2023, by Daniel Aronssohn

  
 

  

The EU said it would 'work constructively' with Berlin to resolve the tensions
over the fossil fuel car ban.

Berlin has upset EU partners by blocking a milestone agreement to ban
new sales of fossil fuel cars from 2035, as German domestic politics
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takes the bloc hostage.

The planned ban is key to Brussels' push to make the bloc climate-
neutral by 2050, with net-zero greenhouse gas emissions.

Now, the German chancellor's scramble to keep his coalition together
has enraged many in the EU, since the deal had already passed through
each stage of the Brussels legislative process—including approval by
member states.

The bloc was due to formally nod it into law on Tuesday but, in an
unprecedented maneuver, Berlin now says it can not give its agreement.

The European Parliament has already voted to formally approve the text
of the bill, which will de facto mean that all new cars sold after 2035 will
have to have electric motors.

This means the text can no longer be altered, despite Germany now
insisting on further assurances from Brussels that synthetic fuels could
still be used in engines after 2035.

The fuel Germany wants an exemption for is still under development and
produced using low-carbon electricity.

Some of the world's biggest car manufacturers are based in Germany and
synthetic fuels would make it possible to extend the use of combustion
engines.

Faced with the unexpected roadblock, the European Commission, the
EU's executive arm, said it would "work constructively" with Berlin to
get the bill adopted "quickly".

The commission did not say, however, exactly what commitment it could
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give, since the text already paves the way for the use of synthetic fuels if
they are deemed to help achieve the aim of zero carbon emissions.

German 'navel-gazing'

French MEP Pascal Canfin, who oversaw the bill's passage though
scrutiny in parliament, slammed Berlin's "blackmail".

He warned that if other member states follow suit on issues important
for their domestic agenda it could threaten other texts that form part of
the EU's Green Deal, an ambitious push to achieve carbon neutrality by
2050.

  
 

  

The automobile industry had largely expected European regulations and invested
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massively in electric vehicles.

"The very spirit of European construction is in danger through this
incoherent position," he told AFP.

Separately an EU diplomat, speaking on condition of anonymity, said
Germany was exploiting its outsize influence in Brussels. "Only a large
EU country can afford to act in such a way," he said.

Germany is not alone in its concerns. Italy, another major car maker,
already said it was opposed, and Poland and Bulgaria had been expected
not to vote in favor.

Unlike Germany, however, their opposition was clear from the start, and
their opposition was not enough to block the bill's passage through the
Brussels committees.

"Germany is going back on months of negotiations ... this is a challenge
to the EU's decision-making process that we rarely see," said Eric
Maurice, of the Robert Schuman Foundation, a European think tank.

Maurice said the situation arose from the German government's "navel-
gazing" and the dysfunction on display in the coalition of the Social
Democrats, the Greens and the Liberals.

The situation hurts other countries and the EU's "proper" functioning, he
added.

Chancellor bowed to pressure

Behind the block is Germany's liberal Free Democratic Party (FDP),
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which is courting votes among the large part of the German population
that it suspects opposes the ban on combustion engines.

The FDP wants to assert itself against the Greens by acting as the
automobile sector's defender.

In a bid to keep the coalition together, Chancellor Olaf Scholz bowed to
pressure and pushed for the exemption for synthetic fuels.

Environmental groups oppose such fuels and argue they are expensive,
require huge amounts of electricity to produce and are polluting since
they emit nitrogen oxide, another greenhouse gas.

The automobile industry had largely expected European regulations and
invested massively in electric vehicles.

Even if they prove to be helpful in the green transition, synthetic fuels
"will not play an important role in the medium term future of passenger
cars", Markus Duesmann, the boss of Audi, said in the weekly Der
Spiegel.
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